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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE PRODUCT MEFLOCHINE AGAINST
CORONAVIRUS SАRS-COV-2
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When evaluating the effectiveness of the drug Mefloquine against SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, in vitro experiments examined its toxicity for African green monkey
kidney cell culture — Vero C1008, as well as antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2, which was evaluated by suppressing the cytopathic effect the virus. A study
of the toxicity of the drug Mefloquine showed that the concentration at which the drug exerts a cytopathic effect against 50% of Vero C1008 cells is 4.5 μg / ml.
The maximum tolerated concentration (MTD) of Mefloquine is 2.25 μg / ml. A study of the effectiveness showed that 1 day after infection, the antiviral effect of
Mefloquine was recorded when the drug was added 24 hours and 1 hour before infection with SARS-CoV-2, as well as when it was added 1 hour after infection,
the cell culture was already at a concentration of 0.5 μg / ml Mefloquine at a concentration of 2 μg / ml, added to the Vero C1008 cell culture 1 hour after the
introduction of SARS-CoV-2, completely blocked the action of the virus for 2 days after infection.
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ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНАЯ ОЦЕНКА АКТИВНОСТИ ПРЕПАРАТА МЕФЛОХИН В ОТНОШЕНИИ
КОРОНАВИРУСА SАRS-COV-2
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В ходе оценки эффективности препарата Мефлохин в отношении коронавируса SАRS-Cov-2 в экспериментах in vitro исследована его токсичность
для культуры клеток почки африканской зеленой мартышки — Vero С1008, а также противовирусная активность в отношении SАRS-Cov-2, которую
оценивали по подавлению цитопатического действия вируса. Изучение токсичности препарата Мефлохин показало, что концентрация, в которой
препарат проявляет цитопатическое действие в отношении 50 % клеток Vero C1008 (ЦПД50), составляет 4,5 мкг/мл. Максимальная переносимая
концентрация (МПК) Мефлохина составляет 2,25 мкг/мл. Изучение эффективности показало, что через 1 сут после инфицирования противовирусное
действие Мефлохина регистрировали при внесении препарата за 24 ч и 1 ч до заражения SARS-CoV-2, а также при его добавлении через 1 ч после
инфицирования культуры клеток уже в концентрации 0,5 мкг/мл. Мефлохин в концентрации 2 мкг/мл, добавленный к культуре клеток Vero C1008 через 1
ч после внесения SARS-CoV-2, полностью блокировал действие вируса в течение 2-х сут после инфицирования.
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Coronaviruses (Coronaviridae) are RNA viruses that can infect
humans and some animals. In human beings, coronaviruses
can cause a range of diseases, from mild acute respiratory
infections to severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS).
Currently, there are four coronaviruses (HCoV-229E, -OS43,
-NL63 and -HKU1) known to circulate year-round and cause
acute respiratory viral infections. As a rule, these infections
translate into mild and moderate damage to the upper
respiratory tract (URT) [1].
Until 2002, coronaviruses were regarded as pathogens
causing URT diseases that extremely rarely ended in death. At
the end of 2002, the SARS-CoV coronavirus was registered. It is
the causative agent of SARS, severe acute respiratory syndrome.
During this epidemic, over 8000 cases were registered in 37
countries, of which 774 were fatal. Since 2004, no new cases of
SARS caused by SARS-CoV have been registered [2].
In 2012, the world encountered MERS-CoV, a new
coronavirus causing Middle East respiratory syndrome. There
have been 2494 cases of this infection registered since 2012,
with 858 of them fatal. Geographically, all these cases were
associated with the Arabian Peninsula. Currently, MERS-CoV
continues to circulate and cause new cases of the disease [3, 4].
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In December 2019, a new disease (that was later named
COVID-19) was registered in Wuhan, Hubei province, China. The
causative agent of this disease is SARS-CoV-2, a new coronavirus.
COVID-19 posed new healthcare challenges; in particular, it called
for rapid testing techniques and clinical case management tactics
[5]. The currently available epidemiological, clinical, prevention
and treatment-related information on COVID-19 is limited and
inconsistent. The virus was put into the II pathogenicity group, like
some other representatives of this genera (SARS-CoV-1, MERSCoV). The most common clinical manifestation of the new variant of
coronavirus infection is pneumonia, although a significant number
of patients have developed acute respiratory distress syndrome.
Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, derivatives of quinoline,
are the drugs selected for 2019-nCoV therapy [6]. Previously,
antiviral activity of chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine against
SARS-CoV was demonstrated in cell culture studies [7]. Chloroquine
was about fivefold more active than hydroxychloroquine (EC50 in
cell culture was 6.5 ± 3.2 μM and 34±5 μM, and the selectivity
index was -> 15 and >3, respectively). Chloroquine was found
even more active against the HCoV-OC43 strain (the causative
agent of SARS). Its viral replication suppression EC50 was
0.306 ± 0.091 μM.
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In experiments on mice, it was established that a 15 mg/kg
dose of chloroquine (about 80 mg for human beings) ensured
survival of mice infected with 103 copies of HCoV-OC43 [8].
Chloroquine was also found to produce an effect associated
with MERS virus replication blocking at concentrations of
3–8 μM [9].
An in vitro comparative study of antiviral activity of
chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine [10] yielded dose-effect
curves for four different multiplicities of infection (MOI) by
counting viral RNA copies in cell supernatant 48 hours after
infection. The preparations were introduced into the cell culture
1 hour before the virus.
Depending on the infective dose, hydroxychloroquine's EC50
was 4.51–12.96 μM. Cytotoxic dose of hydroxychloroquine in
cell culture was more than 100 times higher than the average
effective dose against the virus.
In another study [11], at MOI = 0.01 and therapeutic use of
hydroxychloroquine (it was introduced into the medium 2 hours
after incubation of the cell culture with viral particles at 37 °C),
its EC50 after 24 hours was 6.14 μM (2060 μg/ml), after 48 h —
0.72 μM (258 μg/ml).
These drugs, along with other medicines, were included
in the 5th and 6th editions of the COVID-19 Prevention,
Diagnostics and Treatment Guidelines published in China in
January-February 2020. Hydroxychloroquine was included in
the COVID-19, New Coronavirus Infection Interim Prevention,
Diagnostics and Treatment Guidelines (versions 4-6) published
by the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation in 2020.
Mefloquine is another antimalarial drug that can potentially
be used to treat the SARS-CoV-2 infection. The drug was
developed to treat forms of malaria resistant to chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine.
Research into Mefloquine's capability to fight viruses is
limited. Nevertheless, it was found to show antiviral activity
against Ebola [12], Dengue and Zika viruses [13]. The activity
of Mefloquine against various coronaviruses was discovered
through in vitro research. Comparative studies that modeled
infecting a cell culture with FCoV (feline coronavirus) have
shown chloroquine and Mefloquine among the most active
drugs out of 19 preparations researched. The antiviral activity
of Mefloquine is 2–5 times higher than that of chloroquine, and
its average effective dose, which suppresses the cytopathic
effect of the virus in cell culture, was 7.5–8.31 μM. The average
effective viral replication suppressing dose was 4.43–7.36 μM
[14]. When combined with interferon, Mefloquine becomes
even more potent against viruses [15].
Mefloquine was also found effective against the 2019-nCoV
coronavirus. The drug was discovered to block the coronavirus'
cytopathic effect in a cell culture and prevent its replication in
concentrations of no more than 10 μM (4 μg/L) [16]. However,
no effort was made to determine the average effective dose of
Mefloquine more accurately.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used samples from three lines of Mefloquine (№ 010719,
№ 020719, № 030719) developed at the Farmzaschita R&D
and production center, Federal state unitary company under
the Federal Medical-Biological Agency of Russia. The virus
used was variant B of SARS-nCoV, obtained in 2020 from
Vector Virology and Biotech Research Center (Federal State
Budgetary Institution under Rospotrebnadzor) without isolation
data; the variant is stored in the Specialized collection of the 48th
Central Research Institute, Federal State Budgetary Institution
under the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation. For the

experimental stage, we used Vero C1008, a permanent culture
of African green monkey kidney cells. Eagle's minimal essential
medium (MEM) in Hanks saline solution containing 7.5% and
2% fetal calf serum, respectively, were used as growth and
maintenance cultures.
Biological properties of the SARS-CoV-2 pathogen were
assessed by titrating a virus containing suspension in a Vero
C1008 cell culture relying on the cytopathic action of the virus.
The cytotoxicity of the Mefloquine samples was assessed
by visual observation of the state of Vero C1008 cell culture
with the help of a light microscope at low magnification.
Drug concentrations that had cytopathic effect on the cells
(destruction of cell monolayer and their overall destruction as
confirmed through visual observation) were considered toxic.
At the same time, we determined the maximum tolerated
dose (MTD), i.e. concentration that did not destroy the cell
culture used. In determining the MTD, the optimal time of
contact between the studied compound and the cell culture
corresponded to the cell cultures' maximum functioning period
(4 days on average) [17–19].
We followed recommendations released by the Scientific
Centre for Expert Evaluation of Medicinal Products (Federal
State Budgetary Institution under the Ministry of Health and
Social Development of Russia) in assessment of antiviral
efficacy of the experimental substances. The antiviral efficacy
of Mefloquine was assessed when its tenfold concentration
was administered, a concentration that has a 50% cytopathic
effect (10 CPE50) before infection (1 hour and 24 hours) and 1
hour after infection. The effect on cytopathogenicity of the virus
was assessed 24 hours and 48 hours after infection. Monolayer
was registered completely destroyed after 48 hours, and after
24 hours we observed cell destruction in 75% of cases. For
each Mefloquine concentration investigated, we used 4 tubes
containing a mono-layer of cells; the number of independent
experiments was three, which makes the sum total of the
tubes twelve. Virus cytopathogenicity inhibition coefficient
(IC, %) allowed assessment of the preparations' efficacy. This
coefficient was calculated with the help of the following formula:
Akontr – Aop
• 100%
IC =
Akontr
where Akontr is biological activity of the virus, determined in cells
without introduction of the chemical drug; Aop is biological
activity of the virus in cells with introduction of the chemical
drug (CPE).
The results were statistically processed using Microsoft
Office Excel 2007.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Infecting preparations
To prepare the SARS-CoV-2 virus, variant B, infecting
preparation, we used the Vero C1008 cell culture. A cell
suspension with the density of 200 thousand/ml was introduced
into sterile plastic cell culture flasks, incubated for 24 hours in
a CO2 incubator (5% CO2 at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C) until a continuous
monolayer was formed, as registered at low magnification of
a light microscope. The virus culture was bred on a growth
medium. The multiplicity of infection was 1 PFU per cell. The
virus adsorption procedure lasted for 60 minutes at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C.
When adsorption was over, we removed the inoculum, washed
cells in three volumes of MEM and added 7–8 ml of fresh
growth medium containing 2% fetal bovine serum to each vial.
Flasks with the infected cell culture monolayer were placed in
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a CO2 incubator (5% CO2 at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C). After 48 hours of
incubation, we cryodestroyed the cells, clarified and packed
for storage at –70 °C. The properties assessed were sterility
of the resulting infecting preparation its infectious activity. We
determined the SARS-CoV-2, variant B, experimental culture
activity applying the negative colonies method and using a
day old Vero C1008 cell culture monolayer (PFU/ml); another
criterion was the virus' cytopathic effect (CPE50/ml). Sowing
on a 10-fold solution on a universal selective thioglycolic
medium allowed assessing presence of foreign microflora in
the preparations made.

no suppression of cytopathic activity of the virus. Doses of
1 μg/ml and 0.5 μg/ml administered 24 hours before infection
caused 50% and 25% suppression of CPE, respectively.
The results of Mefloquine effect on virus reproduction in a
cell culture are presented in. Ribavirin and Rebif® (Interferon
β1α) were used as comparator drugs.
The results obtained indicate that 2.0 μg/ml of Mefloquine
administered post-infection suppress reproduction of SARSCoV-2 virus at 1.7–1.9 lg, with the inhibition rate at about 99%.

Investigation of Mefloquine cytotoxicity to a Vero C1008
cell culture and antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2 virus

The results obtained confirm that 2 μg/ml of Mefloquine
administered to the Vero Cl008 cell culture 1 hour after
introduction of SARS-CoV-2 completely block the effect
of the virus within 2 days after infection. A day after infection,
Mefloquine was registered to have antiviral effect when
administered both 24 hours and 1 hour before and 1 hour after
infection of the cell culture with SARS-CoV-2. As little as 0.5
μg/ml of Mefloquine yielded 100% suppression of viral activity.
The Mefloquine toxicity investigation showed that the drug
exhibits a cytopathic effect on 50% of Vero Cl008 cells (CPE50)
at 4.5 μg/ml. The maximum tolerated dose of Mefloquine is
2.25 μg/ml.
Thus, the chemotherapeutic index (an indicator of the
breadth of therapeutic effect, the ratio of its minimum effective
dose to the maximum tolerated dose) for Mefloquine was ≥ 2,
which indicates a low specific activity of the drug. At the
same time, it should be noted that the concentration at which
Mefloquine becomes effective against SARS-CoV-2 can be
accumulated when taking the drug in doses recommended for
the prevention and treatment of malaria.
The generalized pharmacokinetic research data show
that Mefloquine dose escalation in the range of 250–500–
1000–1500 mg (as provided in the Mefloquine Medical Use
Guidelines) translates into an almost linear increase of its
maximum concentration in blood plasma: 0.25- 0.43–0.81.22 μg/ml, respectively, with the tmax value constant at 19.6
hours [20]. A one-time administration of Mefloquine in the
doses of 750–1500 mg/day brings its maximum concentration
in blood plasma to 1510 μg/l [21], while a course increases it
1.8–2.5 times [22]. Considering that the half-life of the drug is
15.5 ± 10.4 days, the concentration that ensures elimination of
the virus can be achieved on the 2–3 day of administration, and
it is maintained throughout the treatment period.

The studied Mefloquine lines were introduced into tubes
containing Vero C1008 cell monolayer and incubated at
37.0 ± 0.5 °C for 120 hours. After the incubation, we evaluated
cellular damage caused by the lines.
Results of the experiment indicate that all the studied lines of
the drug show the same cytotoxicity in vitro. For the cell culture
used, their CPE50 was 4.5 μg/ml. At concentrations below
2.25 μg/ml the drug did not have a toxic effect on the cell culture,
and at concentrations above 8.0 μg/ml it proved cytopathic to
almost all cells of the monolayer. Thus, the maximum tolerated
dose (MTD) of Mefloquine was 2.25 μg/ml, and the range
of concentrations for evaluation of its antiviral activity was
0.5–2.0 μg/ml.
The results of investigation of effect of Mefloquine on the
cytopathic activity of SARS-CoV-2, variant B, 24 hours postinfection are given in. The results were similar for all the drug
lines tested.
The results obtained allow a conclusion that 24 hours after
infection of the cells, cytopathic effect of the virus disappeared
in case 0.5 to 2.0 μg/ml of Mefloquine were administered either
before or after infection. In the control group, the cytopathic
effect was 75%.
The results of investigation of effect of Mefloquine on the
cytopathic activity of SARS-CoV-2, variant B, 48 hours postinfection are given in .
Forty-eight hours after infection of the cells, cytopathic
effect of the virus disappeared in case 2.0 μg/ml of Mefloquine
were administered after infection. In the control group, the
cytopathic effect was 100% (12/12). Administration of any of
the studied doses of Mefloquine 1 hour before infection yielded

CONCLUSION

Table 1. Evaluation of antiviral activity of Mefloquine against the SARS-CoV-2, variant B, in a Vero C1008 cell culture, 24 hours after infection (infection dose 10
CPE, n = 9)
Preparation

24 hours before infection

1 hour before infection

1 hour after infection

14

Preparation concentration μg/ml

CPE detection rate

CPE inhibition coefficient, %

2

0/12

> 75

1

0/12

> 75

0.5

0/12

> 75

2

0/12

> 75

1

0/12

> 75

0.5

0/12

> 75

4

0/12

> 75

2

0/12

> 75

1

0/12

> 75

0.5

0/12

> 75

Infectious dose control

–

9/12

–

Medium control

–

0/12

–
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Table 2. Evaluation of antiviral activity of Mefloquine against the SARS-CoV-2, variant B, in a Vero C1008 cell culture, 48 hours after infection (infection dose 10
CPE, n = 9)
Preparation

Preparation dose, μg/ml

CPE detection rate

2

12/12

0

1

6/12

50

0.5

9/12

25

2

12/12

0

1

12/12

0

0.5

12/12

0

2

0/12

100

1

12/12

0

0.5

12/12

0

Infectious dose control

–

12/12

–

Medium control

–

0/12

–

24 hours before infection

1 hour before infection

1 hour after infection

CPE inhibition coefficient, %

Table 3. Evaluation of antiviral activity of Mefloquine against the SARS-CoV-2, variant B, in a Vero C1008 cell culture, 48 hours after infection (infection dose 10
CPE, n = 9)
Preparation

Preparation dose,
μg/ml

Virus accumulation level,
lg PFU/ml

Virus accumulation level
drop, Δ lg

Inhibition coefficient, IC (%)

Mefloquine, series 010719

2.0

4.61 ± 0.07

1.83

98.93

Mefloquine, series 020719

2.0

4.50 ± 0.09

1.94

99.06

Mefloquine, series 030719
Rebif® Interferon β1α

2.0

4.73 ± 0.13

1.71

98.83

103

0.00 ± 0.00

6.44

100.00

102

0.00 ± 0.00

6.44

100.00

Ribavirin, substance

100

4.23 ± 0.03

2.21

99.38

Infection dose control

–

6.44 ± 0.09

–

–

It was established that Mefloquine concentration in internal
organs and blood cells is over 5 times higher than that in blood
plasma [23–24], and its concentration in the brain tissues can be

10–30 times greater than blood plasma concentration and reach
20 μM [25]. Thus, in internal organs the drug may be eliminated as
early as on the 1st day after beginning of administration.
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